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Abstract
Neural network processors on edge devices need to process spatiotemporal data with

low latency, which requires a large amount of multiply-accumulate operation (MAC). In
this paper, we propose a difference-driven neural network framework for efficient video
or event stream processing. Our framework achieves lower MAC by learning to sparsify
the temporal differences of synaptic signals (TDSS) of proposed masked convolutional
neural networks. By reducing the TDSS, MAC reduction is achieved in a unified manner
by increasing the quantization step size, disconnecting synapses, and learning weights
that respond sparsely to inputs. A novel quantizer is another key to realize unified op-
timization; the quantizer has a gradient called macro-grad that guides the step size to
reduce the MAC by reducing the TDSS loss. Experiments conducted using a wide range
of tasks and data (frames/events) show that the proposed framework can reduce MAC
by a factor of 32 to 240 compared to dense convolution while maintaining comparable
accuracy, which is several times better than the current state-of-the-art methods.

1 Introduction

Figure 1: TDSS-aware training. In an mSD net-
work, only the masked difference DĪ is processed.
MAC could be reduced jointly by weight w, mask
m, and quantization step size s. We realize the opti-
mization by the novel quantizer and loss function.

Edge devices such as autonomous vehicles
and mobile phones often use neural net-
works (NNs) to process spatiotemporal data
such as videos. Processing such data inde-
pendently in a frame-by-frame manner re-
quires intensive computation.

Approaches for the efficient processing
of spatiotemporal data from both algorith-
mic and processor perspectives are explored
[32, 44, 46, 48]. Data from temporal prox-
imity are highly correlated; that is, differ-
ences between each pixel from consecutive
frames are highly sparse. The SD network
[46] was proposed for efficient video pro-
cessing; this is a reformulation of quantized
neural networks into equivalent quantized recurrent neural networks. The network recur-
sively updates its state and output using the sparse temporal difference. The sparse up-
date mechanism results in lower multiply-accumulate operation (MAC). The model has been
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proven effective for various tasks such as classification, object detection, and pose-estimation
[44, 46, 48]. It has also been shown to be applicable for asynchronous event data [32, 69].
The SD networks provide very efficient inference, especially when mapped to processors that
can take advantage of dynamic sparsity [7, 21, 23, 43]. These devices are becoming popular
due to their efficiency and the advancement of CMOS technology.

We found that there is room for significant performance improvement of the network. In
the existing method, the SD networks are first trained without quantization; then, the quanti-
zation step size is optimized for testing (post-quantization) either by greedy search ([32]) or
by layer-wise stochastic gradient descent [46]. 1) Increasing the step size reduces the MAC
by making the differences sparser, but this is a tradeoff with accuracy. Joint optimization of
weight and step size by end-to-end (E2E) learning seems promising; however, an existing
technique for learning the step size of quantized neural networks such as LSQ [12] cannot
train the step size of SD networks to reduce MAC. 2) MAC could be further reduced by
sparsifying synaptic connections; however, existing weight pruning techniques [25, 34, 67]
is not applicable to learn the synaptic connection of SD networks to reduce MAC.

To this end, we propose a framework called TDSS-aware training, which significantly
improves the MAC/accuracy tradeoff of SD networks with sparse connection by realizing
joint optimization of weight, synaptic connection, and quantization step-size (Fig. 1). Our
framework consists of two core inventions: 1) A quantizer with a gradient macro-grad that
guides the step size toward the direction of reducing MAC; 2) A network module mSD layer
that could represent sparse connection and loss function using the temporal difference of
synaptic signal (TDSS) which directly reflect MAC of mSD networks.

We applied the proposed framework for different kinds of networks/tasks (including both
frame-based and event-based data) and achieved accuracy comparable to the baseline using
dense convolution while significantly reducing MAC up to 240x, which is 39x more efficient
than state-of-the-art methods (SOTAs) utilizing temporal sparsity [32, 42, 46, 48, 69].

The joint optimization with TDSS lets the network select the computational path by
activation, incurring fewer synaptic signals in subsequent layers. Therefore, a somewhat
counterintuitive result for dense networks occurs; larger networks could learn to operate
with lower MACs. We verified this by experiments.

2 Related Works
There has been a great deal of research on speeding up the inference of NNs, which includes
network quantization [12, 30], low-rank approximating of weight [8, 38], designing efficient
network structure [26, 62], and utilization of sparsity. In this section, we first review studies
utilizing sparsity in weight/activation. Then we discuss studies focusing on sparsity in time
for efficient spatiotemporal signal processing, which is the focus of our research.

Sparsity in weight/activation. A popular strategy for exploiting sparsity for efficient com-
putation eliminates unnecessary operations involving zeros in weights and/or features. Weight
pruning removes weights that are considered to have little impact on the output [10, 25, 34,
67]. NVidia’s recent Ampere architecture supports structured sparsity in weight to accelerate
convolution on GPUs. Sparsity in features is also utilized to accelerate convolution on CPUs
[58]. Submanifold sparse convolutional (SSC) [20] is a new kind of sparse convolution that
keeps the same sparsity after the convolution, which has recently been extended to process
sparse event data asynchronously [42]. Efficient inference engine (EIE) [23] is a specifically
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designed ASIC to exploit the dynamic sparsity of the input feature maps to accelerate the
inference of a neural network.

Sparsity in temporal difference. Inspired by a biological vision, event-based cameras
[52] detect changes in luminance instead of sensing absolute brightness. This novel mech-
anism enables the efficient sparse sensing of spatiotemporal visual data [17]. Spiking NNs
(SNNs) [19, 37, 53, 56, 65] are promising models for efficiently processing sparse data such
as events or differences between video frames. However, SNNs have not been as successful
as dense artificial NNs, mainly because of difficulties in training larger networks due to the
non-differentiability [37, 56, 65] and the absence of large-scale hardware implementing SNN
neurons such as leaky and fire (LIF), which involves more complex temporal dynamics.

The temporal sparsity also exists in frame-based video data by considering their temporal
differences (e.g., adjacent frames). A common strategy to exploit the temporal sparsity of
video is to propagate activation maps computed at key frames, thus avoiding computing
expensive activation maps for each frame [27, 40, 45, 57, 68, 70]. Subsequent frames then
re-use the spatially aligned activation maps via optical flow [68, 70], dynamic filters [40, 45],
or self-attention [27].

The SD network was first proposed [46] for efficient video processing (Sec. 3.1). A
concurrent work [44] extended it for gated recurrent units (GRU) [9] to model temporal
dependencies. Later on, a simplified model (called the temporal difference (TD) network
in [46]) and its extensions were applied for more complex tasks such as object detection
[22, 48]. The same SD network was proposed in the SNN literature [32, 69] to process data
from event-based cameras [52]. The SD networks enable low-power, low-latency inference,
especially when mapped to devices that can take advantage of dynamic sparsity [7, 21, 23,
43], i.e., devices that can skip operations with zeros in weights and activation. Large-scale
SoCs implementing the SD neuron is emerging on the market [43].

We believe the SD network is a promising candidate for processing sparse temporal sig-
nals because it is easy to train and has hardware-friendly simple temporal dynamics. Our
work aims to extend this to achieve an optimal MAC/accuracy tradeoff by a novel mSD
network and realizing E2E training of the network by a novel quantizer and loss function.

3 Learning to Sparsify the Difference of a Synaptic Signal
3.1 Preliminary
In this preliminary section, we first formalize the SD network [46], which is the premise of
this study, and then discuss the problems of existing approaches for reducing the network’s
MAC. Given a video sequence [I(0)0 , ..., I(0)t , ...]1, our goal is to get the corresponding output
[y0, ...,yt , ...], where yt depends only on input at time t. The SD network is designed to
efficiently process spatiotemporal signals by only processing changes of activation.

Quantized network. An l-th convolution (conv) layer of a quantized neural network is
expressed as:

I(l+1)
t = s(Q(w(l) ⇤ I(l)t +b(l),s)), (1)

where w 2RCout⇥Cin⇥k⇥k and b 2RCout are weights and biases for conv, s is activation func-
tion, such as ReLU, ⇤ represents a convolution, and Q is a quantizer for activation defined
as:

Q(x,s) = sbx/sc, (2)
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where db·c is a round operation and s is quantization step size.

SD network. Eq. (1) is equivalent to the following quantized recurrent neural networks:

DI(l+1)
t =Q(s(X (l)

t )� I(l+1)
t�1 ,s), (3)

where the internal state X (l)
t and I(l+1)

t is also updated recursively as follows,

X (l)
t =X (l)

t�1 +w(l) ⇤DI(l)t (4)

I(l+1)
t =I(l)t�1 +Q(s(X (l)

t )� I(l+1)
t�1 ,s), (5)

which is similar to sigma-delta modulation in digital signal processing. The It stores quan-
tized activation map. In the recursion, X0 and I0 are initialized with zeros, and t starts from
1. When DIt is sparse (i.e., most of its elements are zero), then w ⇤DIt in (4) is computed
more efficiently than the dense operation of (1) when the network is mapped onto processors
which could exploit dynamic sparsity (ignore zeros), such as EIE [23], IPU [21], TrueNorth
[7], or neuron-flow [43], for inference.

Training the SD network. Eq. (3) suggests that computation could be reduced by increas-
ing quantization step size s. In the conventional method, the network of (1) is first trained
without quantization (Q is identity), w and b are fixed, and then s is optimized to increase
the sparsity of DI. It was done by greedy search [32, 69] or by layer-wise stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) [46] to reduce the temporal difference of activation map (TDAM):

LT DAM = Â
l
|C(l+1)

out k(l+1)k(l+1)DI(l)|1 (6)

3.2 TDSS-Aware Training
Problem statement. The quantized network described above is an approximation of trained
non-quantized networks. Increasing the step size s reduces the MAC, but this is a tradeoff
with accuracy. 1) A joint optimization of weight w and step size s is expected to realize
a much better MAC/accuracy tradeoff. However, as discussed in [46], the application of
straight-through estimator (STE) [3] for s could not train the network in a fully E2E manner
(Sec. 3.2.1). They, therefore, adopted layer-by-layer post-quantization. This is sub-optimal
in the sense that s and w at the lower layer could not be optimized to reduce DI in higher
layers. 2) From another perspective, the existing SD network does not utilize the sparsity in
w. Sparse weight could be represented by using binary masks [67]; however, reducing the
TDAM of (6) could not directly reduce the MAC of SD networks with sparse weight.

Summary. To overcome these difficulties, we propose a framework called TDSS-aware
training, which achieves significant MAC reduction over the existing post-quantization of
SD networks. 1) Regarding the quantizer, we contemplate the reasons for this and propose
a quantizer with macro-grad, which realizes E2E joint optimization of weights, synaptic
connections, and step size in a unified manner (Sec. 3.2.1). 2) Regarding the training of
synaptic connections, we propose the novel module called the mSD layer to represent sparse
connection and introduce a notion called TDSS where the MAC of the mSD network could
be directly reduced by minimizing it (Sec. 3.2.2).

1Note that the superscript in parentheses indicates the layer index. It is omitted to avoid clutter if it is obvious.
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3.2.1 Gradient of Quantizer

Figure 2: Gradient of quantizer. The gradi-
ent of the proposed macro-grad (MG) is compared
with the gradient of LSQ [12] when s = 0.9 (Left).
Quantized value x̂ for different step size s (Right).
x = 3.8, x = 5.2 corresponds to a, b on the left.

The gradient of quantizer (2) w.r.t. x and
s need to be computed for each quantized
layer to realize E2E training using error
backpropagation. The gradient w.r.t. x is
easily computed using STE [3], which is 1
everywhere. Now, we focus on the gradient
w.r.t. s. Consider two points xt , xt�1 and
L := |x̂t � x̂t�1| (a, b in Fig. 2). The gradi-
ent of L w.r.t. s is as follows:

∂L
∂ s

= sgn(x̂t � x̂t�1)

✓
∂ x̂t

∂ s
� ∂ x̂t�1

∂ s

◆
(7)

where x̂t =s(Q(xt ,s)). Note that the L cor-
responds to MAC of SD networks, and recall that our goal is to reduce the MAC. In the
following, for simplicity, let the s := ReLU, and assume xt > xt�1 > 0.

LSQ. Considering the gradient of (2) w.r.t. s in each quantization bin, we get the following:

∂ x̂
∂ s

=�x/s+ bx/se (8)

It is the same as the LSQ gradient [12] (without value range Qn and Qp), which is widely
used for learning step size of quantized neural networks. Since this gradient is correct locally,
the LSQ can indeed decrease L, albeit very slightly. In the example of Fig. 2, the gradient at
a, b are ⇡ �0.22, ⇡ +0.22 respectively, and ∂L/∂ s ⇡ +0.44. Therefore, in this case, L is
reduced by decreasing s (making the quantization finer). The gradient guide s to reduce L,
but it does not always coincide with the direction to make L to be zero (equivalent to sparsify
DI), as shown in Fig. 2 (right). If x is random value from uniform distribution in [0,+•],
then the gradient of (8) distribute uniformly in [�0.5,+0.5]; therefore, E(∂L/∂ s) = 0. It
means that LSQ is not capable of guiding s to reduce L (⇠MAC) substantially; this is also
experimentally verified in the ablation study (Sec. 4.2).

Regularizer of s. It is possible to increase s by incorporating additional loss term (regular-
izer) such as |1/s|. In the case of LSQ, the gradient of the quantization error |x̂� x| w.r.t. s
is |� x/s+ bx/se|. A smaller task loss is generally realized by smaller quantization error, so
s tends to become smaller by minimizing the task loss. Therefore, they will balance some-
where; however, this does not take each neuron’s MAC (TDSS or TDAM loss) into account,
resulting in a sub-optimal MAC/accuracy tradeoff. Dynamically adjusting the weight for
the regularizer using the MAC of each neuron is very difficult to realize. Furthermore, the
hyper-parameter for the regularizer makes the optimization and fair evaluation difficult.

Macro-grad. If the two points are not in the same quantization bin, then L > 0. By grad-
ually increasing s (while fixing xt and xt�1), x̂t�1 and x̂t will fall into same bin, and the L
becomes 0 (Fig. 2, right). That is, in a macroscopic point of view, ∂L/∂ s must be negative.
Based on this observation, we propose a quantizer with a gradient called macro-grad,

∂ x̂
∂ s

=�x (x)
s

, (9)
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where x could be any monotonically increasing function. We use the identity function for
simplicity. In a microscopic view, it does not yield precise gradients as LSQ of (8), and it
sometimes increases L; however, in a macroscopic point of view, the gradient induces xt and
xt�1 to fall into the same quantization bin by increasing s. The gradient ∂L/∂ s is always
negative for non-zero L since x is a monotonic function. In the example of Fig. 2, the
gradient at a, b are ⇡�4.2, ⇡�5.8 respectively, and ∂L/∂ s ⇡�1.6. The gradient makes s
larger; it may not reduce L immediately; however, eventually L become zero as they fall into
the same bin. Now, consider a difference between quantized value x̂ and target value xtgt. The
gradient of |x̂�xtgt| w.r.t. s is positive if x̂< xtgt and negative otherwise. The gradient reduces
the difference in both cases. Therefore, the macro-grad automatically balances between
accuracy (task loss) and MAC (TDAM or TDSS loss). The above discussion is also valid for
the more general TDSS loss of (12) for the mSD (Sec. 3.2.2) network, and the combination
of TDSS and macro-grad significantly reduces MAC of the network by jointly optimizing
weight, mask, and step size. We experimentally verified that s becomes larger by reducing
(6) or (12) in the case of the macro-grad while LSQ does not (Sec. 4.2).

3.2.2 Masked SD Network and TDSS

Figure 3: Synaptic signal. Synaptic signal Ī is
Hadamard product of unfolded input X(I) and mask
m. Sparsifying TDSS DĪ directly reduces MAC.

In the SD network, MAC is proportional to
the total number of signals triggered when
the input differential signal (events or dif-
ference of consecutive video frame) is pre-
sented to the network. In each neuron, an
update signal (quantized difference of ac-
tivation map) is triggered when the differ-
ence of activation map exceeds the step size
s. The update signal is sent to all the con-
nected neurons in the subsequent layer (Fig. 1). Therefore, even if some neuron fires, in-
duced MAC would be small if the neuron’s connection is sparse. In order to reduce MAC by
sparsifying synaptic connections, we propose the mSD network that incorporates a learnable
mask. The mSD updates its internal states as follows:

X (l)
t = X (l)

t�1 + ŵ(l) ⇤DI(l)t = X (l)
t�1 +(m(l)�w(l))⇤DI(l)t , (10)

where, mask m 2 {0,1}Cout⇥Cinkk represents the binary synaptic connection between neurons
in the subsequent layer. After training, synaptic weights having non-zero masks are mapped
to the hardware. The sparse weight reduces both MAC and memory footprints. However, the
TDAM loss of (6) does not yield a precise gradient for each element of the mask w.r.t. MAC.
It enhances overall sparsity in w, but it could not take the relationship with DI into account,
which results in a sub-optimal mask. To this end, we introduce a novel quantity called the
synaptic signal, Īt defined as follows:

Ī(l)t := X(I(l)t )�m(l+1) (11)

DĪ(l)t := Ī(l)t � Ī(l)t�1, (12)

where � is Hadamard product, and X is unfolding2 function (Fig. 3). The TDSS is defined as
a temporal difference of two synaptic signals of temporal proximity, as shown in (12). The

2Flatten each sliding local k2 block of input and copies values along the output channel dimension(It 2RCin⇥WH

! X(I)t 2 RCout⇥Cinkk⇥WH . The Hadamard product is applied along each spatial location (HW dimension).
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sparsity of TDSS directly corresponds to the MAC of the mSD network. In fact, the MAC
of the mSD network is equal to the l0 norm of TDSS. We define TDSS loss LT DSS as the l1
norm of TDSS, which is differentiable. Our mSD networks are trained with a combination
of LT DSS and task loss Ltgt , such that L = Ltgt +hLT DSS, where h is a hyper-parameter to
balance the sparsity of TDSS with accuracy. By learning to reduce LT DSS, the MAC of the
mSD network could be reduced.

Parameterization of weight and mask. We parameterize the mask m and weight w us-
ing the same parameter w to reduce memory footprints and improve training stability. The
masked kernel ŵ for (10) and mask m to evaluate the TDSS loss of (12) is computed as:

ŵ(l) = softshrink(w(l),g) (13)

m(l) = softshrink(w(l+1),g) 6= 0 (14)

This formulation using softshrink enables us to represent an arbitrarily small masked weight
ŵ, which is not the case for simple weight masking by magnitude [10, 25, 67]. The weight
w receives gradient signals from the two sources. Both gradients are specifically designed
such that neurons are masked to reduce the TDSS loss, or they could become active again to
achieve better accuracies to reduce task loss. The threshold g is a fixed parameter that is the
same for both functions, and we set g = 0.1

p
6/Cout. Refer to Supp. F for more detail about

the parameterization, the gradients, and the initialization scheme.

Memory efficient evaluation of TDSS. A large amount of memory (RCoutCinkkWH for a
single layer) is required to explicitly compute TDSS of (12). By noticing,

Â
l
||DĪ(l)||1 = Â

l
|| |X(DI(l))|�m(l+1)||1 = Â

l
|| |DI(l)|⇤m(l+1)||1, (15)

we can directly accumulate the sum into a scalar value. This trick obviates the need to
allocate large amounts of memory.

Random sampling of TDSS. Although the technique of (15) significantly reduces the
memory footprint, computing TDSS requires the additional computation regarding mask
m and consumes memory for backpropagation. To alleviate this problem, we randomly
sample a few layers per mini-batch to evaluate the TDSS. The TDSS of the selected layer is
computed online, avoiding the explicit computation in the other layers.

3.3 Extension to Event Data

Figure 4: Input representation. Dense input I(0)t

for training (Top). Sparse input DI(0)t for testing
(Bottom).

Event data. Event camera triggers an
event when the (logarithmic) luminance
change exceeds a predetermined threshold
s(0) at each pixel. As input representation
I(0)t , we adopt histogram of fixed number of
events t . In this representation, the value on
each pixel is the event count for each polar-
ity, which is visualized in Fig. 4 (top).

Asynchronous update. Given a single event, the difference in input DI(0)t,p for polarity p 2
{�1,+1} is computed as follows:

DI(0)t,p = I(0)t,p � I(0)t�d t,p, (16)
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where d t is the time elapsed since the last event has been observed. This difference is
very sparse; only two pixels are nonzero on average (some pixels may go out from the
accumulation window t). The update rule of the mSD network in Sec. 3.2 could directly
applied when we interpret (t�1) as (t�d t). The output and the state of the mSD network are
updated asynchronously by feeding the difference triggered by a single event. This update,
using very sparse DI(0), is much more efficient than processing dense I(0) using (1).

Batch update. It is also possible to update the network using multiple events at once (pro-
cessing step size n). In this scenario, d t is the time elapsed since the oldest event in the
batch has been observed. An important fact is, MAC is not proportional to the number of
events n processed at once. Given n events, the MAC for processing them one by one is
higher than processing them at once. It is partly because SD or mSD network could encode
multiple bits in DI rather than 1-bit of pure SNN. Therefore, the batch update is more effi-
cient than the asynchronous update when output at the input event rate is unnecessary. The
asynchronous update scenario is the particular case where n = 1. Note that output at the rate
of events (it could be more than 107-108 Hz) is usually too much and unnecessary, even for
latency-critical apps [50].

MAC evaluation. We evaluate MAC by changing n , including the special case of asyn-
chronous update where n = 1. Obviously, the computational gain over dense operation of (1)
becomes prominent when small n is used. Nevertheless, we consider the batch update sce-
nario is particularly important for practical application; we will mainly discuss MAC when
n � 1.

Processing step size during training. The network is learned to reduce MAC by using
TDSS loss. We choose processing step size for the TDSS loss ntrain � 1, considering the
practical scenario. The ntrain are visualized in Fig. 4 (bottom) for each dataset.

Other input representation. Other options exist for event representation [1, 35], which
could be updated asynchronously for each incoming event. Moreover, it could be learned
E2E [5, 18, 64] using task loss. This paper uses histograms for simplicity, and the exploration
of learning input representations is left for future work.

4 Experiments Table 1: Experimental setup. bs is batch size for
training, epoch is training epochs, lr is initial learn-
ing rate, hstep/hthr are TDSS scheduling parame-
ter, size is spatial size of input representation, t is
number events for input representation, and ntrain is
processing step size for TDSS loss during training.

PilotNet N-MNIST N-Caltech Gen1 Autom
bs 64 64 64 64

epoch 1,000 1,000 10,000 1,000
lr 1E-3 1E-3 1E-3 1E-3

hstep 4.0 2.0 0.1 1.0
hthr 0.02 0.02 0.29 0.872
size 66⇥200 34⇥34 191⇥255 223⇥287

t - 2,000 25,000 25,000
ntrain 10 100 1,250 1,250

Our experiments are divided into two parts.
First, we benchmark our framework on
different kinds of tasks and data types:
steering angle prediction (video), handwrit-
ing recognition (event), object recognition
(event), and object detection (event). We
achieved a significant reduction in MAC
compared to dense networks while main-
taining comparable accuracy; this is sev-
eral times better than existing SOTAs (Sec.
4.1). Next, we present an extensive abla-
tion study to reveal important elements for
achieving the very low MAC (Sec. 4.2).
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Table 2: Experimental result. We compare ours (red) with Dense (gray), Asyc-SSC [42] (green), and
SD-TDAM [46] (cyan). In quantizer (Q), LW represents the layer-wise post-quantization of [46], MG
represents quantization with the proposed macro grad, and LSQ is from [12] without a value range.
The processing step size (frame rate or a number of events) for TDSS during training is shown in bold.

PilotNet (frame) N-MNIST (event)
Processing step size n ) 480 120 10 1 10 100

Average processing rate (Hz) ) 480 120 10 2.5E+04 2.5E+03 2.5E+02
neuron kernel loss Q MSE# MAC (⇥10�6)# gain Acc." MAC (⇥10�6)# gain
Dense - - 1.441 2.8E+01 2.8E+01 2.8E+01 1.0 0.991 1.7E+01 1.7E+01 1.7E+01 1.0
SSC - - - - - - - - 0.988 2.3E+00 2.0E+00 5.6E+00 3.1
DS conv TDAM LW 1.713 3.5E-02 1.8E+00 4.6E+00 6.1 0.989 8.3E-02 8.3E-02 1.8E+00 9.7
DS mconv TDSS MG 1.427 7.2E-02 4.4E-02 1.4E-01 195.1 0.989 9.5E-03 5.6E-02 2.1E-01 81.5
DS mconv (x2) TDSS MG 2.086 7.0E-02 4.3E-02 1.4E-01 196.6 0.990 8.7E-03 5.4E-02 2.1E-01 82.4
DS mconv (x4) TDSS MG 1.977 6.1E-02 3.7E-02 1.3E-01 217.0 0.991 6.9E-03 5.0E-02 1.8E-01 98.3
DS mconv (x8) TDSS MG 1.969 6.1E-02 3.2E-02 1.2E-01 238.3 0.991 6.4E-03 4.9E-02 1.7E-01 99.5
DS mconv TDSS LSQ 2.103 8.7E-02 1.2E-01 1.9E-01 145.9 0.991 3.0E-02 1.4E-01 3.2E-01 54.5
DS mconv TDAM MG 2.722 8.1E-01 1.8E+00 4.5E+00 6.3 0.989 1.9E-02 1.1E-01 4.8E-01 36.0
DS conv TDSS MG 1.725 6.7E-01 1.6E+00 4.1E+00 6.8 0.990 1.5E-02 8.6E-02 3.6E-01 48.1

N-Caltech101 (event) Gen1 Automotive (event)
Processing step size n ) 1 10 1250 1 10 1250

Average processing rate (Hz) ) 6.0E+05 6.0E+04 4.8E+03 9.7E+06 9.7E+05 7.7E+03
neuron mask loss Q Acc." MAC (⇥10�6)# gain mAP" MAC (⇥10�6)# gain
Dense - - 0.733 8.1E+02 8.1E+02 8.1E+02 1.0 0.128 1.2E+03 1.2E+03 1.2E+03 1.0
SSC - - - 0.712 1.0E+02 2.3E+02 5.4E+02 1.5 0.119 1.0E+02 2.2E+02 4.9E+02 2.4
DS conv TDAM LW 0.731 5.4E+01 8.9E+01 1.8E+02 4.4 0.124 1.2E+02 2.0E+02 2.8E+02 4.3
DS mconv TDSS MG 0.727 6.0E+00 1.0E+01 2.0E+01 40.6 0.124 1.4E+01 2.6E+01 4.0E+01 30.3
DS mconv (x2) TDSS MG 0.726 5.5E+00 9.4E+00 1.9E+01 43.7 0.126 1.3E+01 2.4E+01 3.7E+01 32.8
DS mconv TDSS LSQ 0.724 1.0E+01 1.9E+01 2.7E+01 29.8 0.125 3.1E+01 6.1E-01 1.2E+00 14.1

4.1 Comparison with SOTA
Experimental setup. For all the experiments, we compare ours (mSD-TDSS) with a net-
work using dense convolution (Dense) and SOTA model (SD-TDAM) of [46]. We also com-
pare ours with another competitive method for event data based on Asynchronous-SSC [42]
(Asyc-SSC) for experiments using event data. All the models share the same network con-
figuration and settings unless otherwise stated. We use AdamW optimizer [41] for all ex-
periments. For the frame-based dataset, we adopted the frame-to-event conversion method
of [69]. For the event-based dataset, we adopted the two-channel histogram representation
used in [42]. The SD-TDAM [46] used learned weights from Dense. The step size of the
quantizer is optimized per layer using the TDAM of (6). Our mSD-TDSS used the mconv
layer, which could represent the sparse synaptic connection. It is trained with the TDSS of
(12) from scratch using the quantizer with the macro-grad of (9). For our model, we also
evaluated the network having k times larger input/output channels for mconv layers (except
FC layer); thus, MAC using the dense computation of (1) is approximately k2 times larger
than the original network (k = 1). Both SD-TDAM and mSD-TDSS are trained with a spe-
cific processing step size during training (ntrain) and evaluated on three different step sizes n .
The TDSS/TDAM weights h are scheduled adaptively using validation result, increased by
hstep when the validation error falls below a predetermined threshold hthr. The quantization
step sizes s are initialized with 2�10 for all layers. The experimental setup is summarized
in Tab.1. Refer to Supp. H-I for Pytorch [49] implementation of propose macro-grad and
TDSS loss.

Results. The results are summarized in Tab.2. We trained and evaluated all experiments
three times using the different initialization of weight and reporting its mean. Our framework
achieved an accuracy level similar to that of the Dense while achieving a significant reduc-
tion of MAC: 240x for Nvidia PilotNet [51], 99x for N-MNIST [47], 43x for N-Caltech101
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[47], and 33x for Gen1 Automotive [63], which is 8 to 39 times more efficient than the
SOTA model of [46] (SD-TDAM) designed to process spatiotemporal data efficiency. More-
over, our model realizes lower MAC on different processing step sizes used during training.
Refer to Supp. A for a more detailed setup, including a description of the dataset, network
architecture, and additional comparison with more diverse methods.

4.2 Ablation study
Table 2 (under the dashed line) summarizes the ablation results for the factors that enable a
significant MAC reduction of the proposed TDSS-aware training, specifically, TDSS loss,
mask, macro-grad, and network size. 1) By changing loss from TDAM to TDSS, the
MAC/accuracy tradeoff improves up to 31x. 2) By changing conv to mconv the MAC/ac-
curacy tradeoff improves up to 29x. In this case, i.e., when all conv weights are connected,
TDSS of (12) and TDAM of (6) are equivalent. 3) By changing the gradient of quantizer
from LSQ [12] to macro-grad, the MAC/accuracy tradeoff improves up to 2.1x. During
training, s becomes larger as TDSS decreases when the macro-grad is used, while it remains
almost unchanged when LSQ is used. 4) Comparing our model with different sizes shows
interesting results; larger models achieve lower MAC. This supports our assumption that by
learning weight, mask, and step size to reduce the TDSS, the network is learned to select the
computational path by activation, which incurs sparse difference in synaptic signals in the
following layers. Refer to Supp. B-C for additional results on the ablation study.

5 Conclusion
This paper presents a framework called TDSS-aware training that realized E2E training of
proposed mSD network by the quantizer equipped with macro-grad and loss function called
TDSS. Our framework reduces MAC by more than two orders of magnitude than a dense
network without sacrificing accuracy.

5.1 Limitations and Future Works
In the following, we describe some limitations of the proposed framework and also discuss
possible future works.

Challenges for real hardware. Our current model assumes arbitrary step size and weight
has 32-bit floating-point precision. We may achieve further efficiency by taking into account
the specification of actual H/W for inference. For example, quantization with a power of two
or convolution with 4- or 8-bit fixed-point precision would be more hardware friendly [30].

Combination with Gumbel gate. Based on a recurrent model similar to SD neuron3, Skip-
Conv [22] utilizes a mechanism called the Gumbel gate to adaptively estimate pixel-level
gates to skip computation on pixels that are not relevant to the output. We expect adopting
their gate to our framework could further improve the efficiency.

3Their model is based on TD neuron [46, 48], which is a simplification of SD. Refer to the supplement (Sec. E)
for detail about the TD model.
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